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HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMOCI{EMICALHYDROGEN

CYCLES FOR SOLAR HEAT SOURCES

Melvin G. Boman

I. INTRODUCTION

The utilization of solar thermal systems for the production of fuels

Is an attractive concept that merits a comprehensive program to achieve economic

practicality. It is quite clear, however, that solar concentrator systems will

continue to be intennittant heat sources with high capital costs. Consequently,

practical utilization of high temperature solar heat will require systems and

processes that Exhibit high conversion efficiencies and that also incorporate

energy storage. Since hydrogen fulfills the requirement for energy storage, is

itself an attractive transportable fuel and is the “prime intemdiate” in the

production of nmy fuels and chemicals, significant effort should be directed to

theedevelopwnt of hydrogen production processes that interface with high tempera-

ture solar systems to give efficient heat utilizaciun.

The advantages of hydrogen have been widely recognized. Wthods for more

efficient hydrogen production arc the basis for one of the cooperative research

and development programs under the International Energy Agency. The electrolysis

of water is WC1l known and two of the I,E.A. Annexes are directed toward the

dwelcipllwt of more cffici~rltand less costly electrolysis proc~sses. One of the

Annexes is concerned with improving the electrolysis of acidic and basic solutions

at relatively low temp~raturem The second is concerned with the high tempcrnturc

electrolysis of stem where stabilized zirconia serves tisa solid electrolyte

(ref. 1). This nlatorialCxhibits fair c nlductivity for oxyqen ions and ddt?quatcly

low conductivity for clt?ctrorls(Ittemperatur(!sof about 150(.)K.Ilowuvurlrfficic~lci~s

for cloctrolytic hydrogen prw.luctio)lwill bc llmitud by efficluncios fur I)rodu(.ing

nlcctricity and adiq)t.atiollof existing powr procluctim nwthr)dsto soliJiIh[vit

sourc[!!iwould not.IN!cxp(?ct(!dto P[!sultin hiqh cffici(!nci(!s.Th(!roforu,the
dovt!lopn~!lltof high t(!chllo]ogyl)roc[?sscsfor effici(!ntIJ.C.powur production

(p(!rhapc;IllIllor th(!rtniollic diodu sy~tws ) m,lyIN!neccss(lryheforu oI[!ctroIy%Is

Ilrocw,w’; (:(111 1)(1 coupl(!dtl)+ol,Ir htidt sourc~!silld ronli~tiu w,?y.
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Annexes for hydrogen production is concerned

hybrid thermochemical water splitting cycles

to primary heat sources. This I.E.A. activity reflects the wide recognition that

thermochemical cycles offer the promise of high efficiency for the utilization

of high temperature process heat to decompose water. The potential advantage%

of such processes have been described several tires in glowing terms and literally

hundreds of cycles have beer?conceived and published. For example Bamberger and

Richardson have made non-critical tabulations of 201 cycles published up to 1977

(ref. 2 & 3). Of course, many cyrles were not included. Unfortunately, many of

these cycles are thermochemically invalid and only a few of the well conceived

cycles have survived experimental testing and preliminary evaluation. As a result,

negative opinions ,...chennochemicalcycles have been generated and the more recent

results based on sound programs are frequently overlooked. Nevertheless, sig-

nificant progress is being made and this is due in part to the cooperative,

information exchange activities within the framework of the i.E,A. It is relevant

to uote that the development of thermochemical cycles for solar heat sources has been

identified rec(~litl,y as one of the areas for cooperation under the I.E.A. agreement

on hydrogen production. One important activity will be th~ re-examination of

present processes in terms of their suitability for solar heat sources.

The purpose of this paper is to define some of the crite~ia required for

cyciw to couple efficiently with solar heat sourcesP to examine some of the

experinpntally validated cycles that have been develapcd over the ye~rs illternls

of these criteria and to examine potential cycles th~t are beinq considered for

the higher temperatmes potentially available from solar concentrators.

II.

tr!nns

CliITERIAFOR IDFAL CYCLK5—.. A—..
Linemethod for defining thermodyrmmic cri:cria for ~fficicritcycles, in

of “ideal” unthalpi[!sand nntrnpics has bc(!nimsentud several times beginning

in 1974 (ref. 4). It is prcst!ntcdagain hure as background for th(!sclcctim of

tl~enllt)~l~[~lllicalcyclcr fo~.~ular h(!crtsourco~.

Conid[!r a two-stt!p(sinqlc t~?mpcraturrcycle) proccs:,in which a rcnctant

.. . . -
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11-1. l? + H20+Ro + HP at TI
.

II-2. Ro +R + 1/2 02 at T2

If an ideal cycle is considered to be one in which AGO = O for all reactions,

and If one utilizes the approximaticm

“ideal” values for entropies and h~ats of formation (from R+ 1/2 02, of the

compound RO are approximately defined by the expressions:

AG~ (H20) : at TI
“ideal” AS: =

(T2 -Tl)

“ideal” AH; = As” x 72

where AG°F (H20) is the free energy of formation of water at TI (the low

temperatum). To illustrate, ifwe assume Tl = 400 K (where AG~(H20) ❑ 2?4 kJ),

and assume different temperatures for T2, the corresponding parameters computed

forRO are those given in Table I.

TABLE I

‘2—.
1?00

1500

moo

25(KI

-,+! [Ho) -At!;(R@)
—— - ——.—.

21?0J/K 336 kJ

X)4 306

140 2$0

107 m{
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Since entropies of fo~tion of oxides (per oxygen atom) are character-

istically near -100 J/K, it is clear that very high temperatures will be required

for two-step oxide cycles. This observation is the basis for published statements

that two-step cycles are not feasible. Actually, two-step cycles are possible, in

principle, even for relatively low maximum temperatures if one can identify usable

reactions with the necessary large e,ltropychanges. It should be emphasized that

the entropy changes Iistedyn Table I are minimum absolute values for the indicated

temperatures. Reactions such as II-1, cannot be expected to occur at a reasonable

rate unless the free energy chrflgeis negative by a significant amount. Therefore,

the low temperature reaction (or reactions) will be more exothermic than reaction

II-1 and the high temperature reaction or reactions will be more endothermic than

indicated by redciion 11-2.

111. PROCESS DEVELCPHEilTOVERVIEW

As indicated above, many of the large numbers of cycles propo~ed in the

literature are not thermochemically valid. Many of those based on sound thermo-

chemistry have been found to e..hibitslow reactions. Thus, it is not surprising

that most of the cycles given serious developnmtal efforts were not originally

identified by application of the criteria described above. However, the criteria

can be used to determine whether som of the cycles that have been demonstrated

experimentally an suitable for adaptation to solar heat sources. Several of the

cycles described below have been abandoned. Usually, this results from the discovery

of

of

br

at

of

wea~lesses in Ilrocesschemistry. This has also been of value in the development

thermochemical hydrogen technology by identifying process features that should

avoided irlthe selection of cycles.

III-A. Oxide-Sulfate Cycles. These conceptual cycles were based ot~attmpts—.
LASL to use th~ criteria described above to identify cycles with ~ minimum number

reacciorlsteps ~nd maximum temperatures below 1300K. Since ASO values for Je-

compusitiurrreactions incrcasc with the number of gaseuus IMICCUII? evolved, our

early stlldicsweru directed tow~rd cycl[!~involving the d~!uompositio)lof sulfates

(r~f. 4). The collcl!;]tcan bc illu!,cratcdhy the following cqua~tons:

111-A-1. Ml 4 S02 ~ MS03 (!(w tclllp.)

:)0.
1? ~ (hi!Iht(!lllp,)+ 1).5o,

*275-290 J/K

W)(;’] for two-~t(~l]1120dI!uOmIM)+ iti011
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As indicated, the typical ASO for the decomposition of a sul;”ateto an oxide

plus sulfur dioxide and oxygen is sufficiently large for a two-step cycle with

a temperature difference of 800° between low temperature and high temperature

reactions.

It shculd be noted that reactions III-A-1 and III-4-2 do not represent

equilibrium chemistry. For equilibriumat low temperature the sulfite should

undergo one of the following reactions.

III-A-4. MO+ S02~&75MS04 +0.25 MS

III-A-5. MO+ 1.5 s02~MS04+0.5S .

Further, if hydrogen were evolved in reaction III-A-2, it could reduce the mtal

sulfate according to the equation:

III-A-6. MS03 + 3H2 ~MS + 3H20.

However, most sulfites form and decompose without evidence uf the equilibrium

many different sulfate systems representing a wide

have never included significant hydrogen yields. ‘

reactiGns were also not observed.

reactions. Thus, we were encouraged to attempt to prnmote reaction III-A-2 in

range of stability. Our results

n most cases, the equilibrium

As a variation of sulfate cycles we also studied cycles based on the formation

and decomposition of sulfuric acid (ref. 4.). Several reactions to form sulfuric

acid so”lutims were promoted successfully. Such cycletiIre currently receiving the

major fra~tion of the worldwide dcveloprncnteffort ccmnit!ecito thcmochcmical

hydrogen processes. Thy will not be described here nxccpt to note that thn overall

decultlpositimincludes a solution concentration step, an eVaporat~On step to fornl

H2SL14(g),a deconlpositionstep to foml H20(g) plus SC)3(g)and the decomposition of

S03 to form $Gt plus 0.5 02. Since homogrmcous dccmpusiticrn rkactions occur over

significant rmy% of tcmwraturc, the ovt?rallprncoss rl?quiresheat over a wide

tempurtiturct“~rlfjuwit!lthe mn~imunlt[?n~l(?tmturcch?p(?nd[?rlton the pr(~ssureof tti~’

C,v$t(lll. Thus, sulfurir ~IL:i(;cycl[~%aro umpatible with th~~tlc~atdplivery ch~t*~~trr-

ist.lc!iof gd%-[:ooll’11N?dctot’s. IndQod they were dm?lop~!d for this type of heat sourc~.

Ilov![!v[!r,if sulfurif:acid cyclus ar(!coupled to ~ol(lrIlcatsources, the utlique

f(!lltur[~sof tuch h~’ti~ sourc~!s(h1qht!rtmqmr[lturl?r,iln~ith[~nv,lilahili~yof isoth[?iwml

h[!dt)will IN!toIIlI)Ic[)IIIi5[?~l ,lrldImtt!ntlnlhiqhor (?ffici(?rjcio%will b[!lust.
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Since solar heat sources are compatible with ‘isothermal,endothermic processes

such as the decomposition of a solid, our interest in oxide-sulfate cycles has been

renewed. Recent results will be presented below.

III-B. Halide Hydrolysis Cycles: For several years mst of the process

development effort on tnennochemical cycles was devoted to the iron chloride cycle.

Several different laboratories appeared to ciaim the origin of the cycle. In recent

years, the weaknesses of the cycle have become evident and it is receiving little

attention at this time. The effort devoted to the cycle was useful, however, since

it identified general features of process chemistry that should be avoided in selecting

cycles fc~ practical development. The Institute for Gas Technology version of the

cycle (ref. 5) may be described by the tollowing equations.

III-B-1. 3FeC12 + 4H20+

III-B-2.
‘e304

+ 8HC1 -)

III-B-3. 2FeC13~ 2FeC12

III-B-4. C12+ H20+2HC1

‘e304 ‘6HC’ + ‘2

?FeC13+ FeC12 + 4H20

+ C12 (500-700K)

+ 1/2 02 (900-1200

With respect to the criteria described in Section II,

(- 1200K)

(400-600 K)

K)

the cycle is not

attrac-:ive. The AS for reaction III-B-1 is about 315 J/K. lhls is larger than

the idl?alvalue required for a 1200 K cycle (see Table 1), but the yield for the

reactioo is low which implies that i!H for the reaction is much larg~r than the

ideal value. In addition, re~ctions III-B-3 and III-B-4 are endothermic with

positive entropy changes. Reaction III-B-3 must he conducted as a cyclic deconl-

positlon with low yield in each cycle. Finally, the hydrogen from reaction 111-RM1

is mixed with hydrogen chloride and thq necessary s[!parationstep requires additional

expenditure of energy. Thew is iittle chance that the cycle will be usuful for a

solar heat source.

AHalternate halide-hydrolysis cycle (the cerium chlorido CYCIP) was stu~le~

at Lfi.SLfor a pcri L time, It may lx written as follows.

111-D-5. 2CCOC1 + JH20 ~ 2CC02 } 211C1+ H2 !- 1250 K)

III-II-6. 2CC02 + Ul{cl ‘ M[!U3 + 41120+ C12 ( -500 K)

III-B-7. 2X(!C1~ + 21120J 2CCOC1+ 41!L! (ru)moo K)

11[ 11-1!. C12 + Itzo b ~llcl + 1/2 02 (900-1000 K)
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This cycle does not contain a reaction equivalent to the difficult FeC13

decomposition (reaction II-B-3) in the iron chloride cycle. However, it in-

cludes the remainder of disadvantages cited. Consequently, in an effort to

avoid the difficulties associated with reaction III-B-5, the LASL Cerium-

Chloride-Carbonate cycle was conceived. It consists of the following reactions:

III-B-9. C12 +H20+2HC1 + 1/2 02

III-B-1O. 2Ce0, + 8HC1 + 2CeCl, +4H90+ C19
L

III-B-11. 3CeC13 + 3H20 +

III-B-12. 3CeOCl + 3C02 +

III-B-13. Ce2(C03)3 + H20

4 & c

3CeOCl + 6HC1

Ce2(C03)3 + CeC13 (solution)

+ 2Ce02 + 3C02 + H2

or, as an alternate, a dry decomposition,

III-B-14. Ce2(C03)3+ Ce02 + 2C02 + H2.

Good yields have been demonstrated at temperatures below 1000K for all the reactions

in the chloride-carbonate cycle. The possibility OF splitting eit!lerwater or

carbon dioxide is also an intriguing reality. Nevertheless, the carbonate decom-

position reactions (III-B-13 and III-B-14) exhiuit entropy changes much greater

than the AS values indicated in Table I for a 1000K cycle. In addition, reactions

III-B-9 and III-B-11 are endothermic with positive AS values. Finally, the

necessity for the renmval of CeC13 from solution is a very unattractive feature of

the cycle.

In retrospect it seems clear that undue effort,was devoted to halide cycles.

However, the lessons learned with respect tc difficult separation and solution

drying steps can be valuable in developing the technology base that will be necessary

fur prdctical systems. Of course, new halide cycles that incorporate practical

solutions to the allovcproblems could still prove to bc attractive.

III-c. Alt(!rnritocyc_l[:s. There art?now several thermochemical cycles thdt h~ve..-—--- .-..
bc(!~lfully validated by experimental studies. Some of these cycles are based on

innovntiv(?concepts with uniqilcrqactio:lsfor the hydrog[?nand/or oxygen evolution

slmp~. Ttmy includ[:cycles from Arg(jntlr: National l.~bor,~tory(ref. 6), Oak Ridge

Nd~ir]tl,ll L,iboratory(ref. 7-H), L,]wrcnceLivcrmor(?Laboratory (ruf. ‘1)~s well ~s
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laboratories in Europe and Japan. Nearly all of the cycles

least tacitly) for gas cooled reactors as the heat source.

the cycles include solution concentration and drying steps.

w~re developed (at

Essentially all of

Except for the

possibility that low-temperature solar heat might be economic for such drying

steps, the cycles as they now exist do not appear to be advantageous for addpt-

tation to solar heat sources.

Iv. HIGH TEMPERATURE CYCLES—.
The high equilibrium temperatures calculated fOr solar fUn’l?iCeS have

prompted several proposals for processes that require temperatures near the

computed maximum. It is obvious, of course, that efficiencies for heat utilization

at such temperatures will be low because of back radiation from the target. Since

hydrogen is of relatively low value, production processes should exhibit high

efficiency. Therefore, very high temperature processes must be examined with

care before they are assumed to be suitable for solar heat sources.

I\l-Am Direct Decomposition of H20 and C02——
Many proposals have been made for the use of solar heat for the direct

decomposition of H20(g). Temperatures required for any reasonable yield in the

decomposition reaction are certainly at, or higher, than any credible maximum

for a practical central receiver facility. Most of the proposals do not recognize

the back-radiation problem although ingenious systems for light trapping have also

been proposed. Flet.her and Moen have recognized the necessity of separating the

H2 and 02 at temperature in order to avoid the extremely rapid back reaction as the

gases are cooled, They have proposed a separation based on the difference in

effusion rates through a ceramic membrane or gduze (ref. 10). However, for

temperature limitations imposed by materials properties as well as radiation losses,

decomposition yields arc low (even for the proposed iuw pressures) and rualistic

assessments indicate efficiencies for heat utilization are too low for practicality.

The direct thermal decomposition of C02 may be bettor for a very high tempera-

ture process than water decomposition. Certainly, for similnr temperatures and

pressures, decomposition yields arc significantly higher. The dry gases could

be qu[?nchedto lower temperature hy mmns of a nozzle exp~nsiollwithout exccssivu

back reaction of CO and 02. However, in order for this process to be of value, a

practical nnthod for wparatinq CO and Oz at low tempcr,ltur[?will bc required .]s

well as a practicdl method fofiscparati’lqIITfrom COP after the shift reaction
L



(CO+ H20) to proauce hydrogen.

each high temperature step since
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Further, it seems necessary to dry the C02 befcre

traces of H20 greatly accelerate the CO + 02

back reactinn at high temperatures.

iV-B. Oxide Cycles. In considering the problems of interfacing solar

heat sources with thermochemical hydrogen processes, it is apparent that a solar

furnace can deliver heat at a constant temperature near the temperature maxtmum.

Therefore, cycles involving the high temperature decomposition ofa solid (with

gas evolution) are entirely feasible. Such “isothermal” steps can lead to better

efficiencies (for the same maximum temperature) than steps that Interface with the

heat delivery characteristics of a gas cooled reactor.

A twc-step iron oxide cycle has been proposed several tires for use with solar

he:t. The cycle may be described by the following reactions:

IV -B-1. 3Fe0+ ‘2°+Fe304+ ‘2

‘H;298~with H20(p’) : :::;;’ :::= ‘24J’K
with H20(g) s = -95 J/K

IV-B-2.
‘e304+ 3Fe0 + 0“5 02

‘“;98
= +305 kJ, ASO= +139 J/K

Decomposes to FeO(l+x) liquid at - 2150 K

Reaction IV-B-1 is

IV-B-4 (if written as a

largest entropy chmges

seems promising, but as

a known reaction. It is important to note that reaction

solid-solid decomposition reaction), exhibits one of the

known for this type of reaction. At first glance the cycle

one should expect, and as Tofighi, et.al. (ref.11) found,

Fe3C4 melts before it decomposes and oxygen evolutiot]Is over a relatively narrow

liquid homgencity rallg~. .

It Is unfortunate, perhaps, that Fe304 melts before it decomposes since

suitable substitutes for Fe304 in this type of cycle have not l~eeilIdentified.

A second type of two-step,oxide cycle includes a solid decomposition reaction

to form two gaseous products rather than a condensed phase and gaseous oxygen. The

concept can be illustrated by the following cquutions (where M is a n~tal),
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IV -B-3. M(s) +H, O+MO + H, (at T,)
L

IV -B-4. M()+ M(g) +

Typical ASO

If the typical AS” for reactions

L

1/2 02 (at T;)

-2C0 -210 J/K

represented by equation IV -B-4 is com~ared with

values listed in Table I, a temperature difference of - 1100° is implied for this

cycle. However the high temperature endothermic heat requirement (and the value

implied for AS x T2) includes the sum of t!lcheat of sublimation of the ITIetdl plus
-AHOf (M(J). Since entropies of vaporization for metals are fairly similar, the

ideal metal for this type of cycle would be one with a low boiiing point (to mini-

mize heat of vaporization) thbt would just reduce water at low temperature. Cadmiurn

and zinc are two candidates frequently mentioned for this type of cycle. Neither is

an ideal candidate although both have relatively lo\ boiling points. published boil-

ing points and oxide decomposition temperatures are as follows:

CdO: Td = - 1750 - 1850 K, BP (Cd) = 1038 K

ZnO: Td = - 2300 K, BP (Zn) = 1180 K

From published thermochemical data, reaction IV-B-3 with Cd should not be

expected dnd, in fact, does not occur. However, in 1976, Pangborn of IGT described

an electrochemical method for promoting the reaction (ref. 12). The proposed cycle

was not dev?loped into an actual process since projected gas cooled reactors (t$e

“target” heat sources at that time) were not suitable for the high temperature iso-

thermal step, even for the lower CdO decomposition temperatures sometimes repcr~ed.

In contrast to the Cd cycle, reaction 111- B-3 with Zn is very exothcrmic.

This difference is reflected in the much higher oxide decomposition temperatures.

Since back reaction between oxygen and gaseous metal atoms must be minimal, the high

decomposition te’nperature for ZnO implies a very difficult cycle even if the high

temperature Isothermal heat source is available. Therefore, despite the difficult

low temperature reaction, cadmium appears to be the best candidate for this type of

cycle.

As mentioned above, Pangborn and co-workers have utilized an elcctochemical

technique to promote the rcactlon of cadmium with water to form cadmium oxide (vio

the hydroxide). At LASL, a “pure” thermochcmic~l cycle is uncicr study that incorpurJtes

the decomposition of cadmium oxide. It may bC dcscribcd by the folluwing reactions

(ref. 13):
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IV -B-5. Cd + H20 + C02 ~ CdC03 + H2 (low temp )

Iv - B-6. CdC03~ CdO +C02 (- 575 K)

IV - B-7. CdO+ Cd(g) +1/2 02 (1600-1800 K)

IV - B-8. cd(g) & h!(l) 595K* Cd(c)

the low temperature reaction to form the carbonate does take place, but the yield is
limited by the foi’mation of a protective layer of carbonate on the cadmium metal.

However, encouraging results

a catalyst for the reaction.

cadmium vapor to promote the

The cadmium oxide based

(1) Solar heat can be

(2) The back reaction

have been achieved in reactions where NH*C1 Is used as

Sufficient heat is available from the condensation of

carbonate decomposition (reaction IV-B-6).

cycles offer the potential for high efficiency, if:

utilized efficiently for the oxide decomposition step.

between cadmium vapor and oxygen is sufficiently slow.

(3) The low temperature reactions to yield Cd(OH)2 or CdC03 can be conducted

at practical rates and the resultant solid does not absorb or occlude too

much water.

Iv-c. Sulfuric Acid - Metal Sulfate Cycles. As described in Sectian III-A,

unsuccessful attempts have been made to react metal sulfates with water to obtain

metal sulfates and hydrogen. As alternates, three different cycles based on an

overall sequence of reacting S02 with water to produce sulfuric acid and hydrogen

have been demonstrated and are under dev~lopment. However, in addition to rather

unsatisfactory methods for achieving the hydrogen evolution step, the cycles in-

volve the formation of sulfuric acid in solution (r~ther than H2S04(!) and require

solution concentration and drying operations. Therefore, if the sulfuric acid solu-

ion is reacted with a metal oxide to form an insoluble nletal sulfate, in principle the

sulfuric acid concentration step can be eliminated ~nd corrosion prublems can be mini-

miz~J since the sulfuric acid vaporization stup is avoided and the final decomposition

‘nvolvcs only th~ sol id and dry ga~es. The application of the concept to the hybrid

sulfuric acid cycle is dcscribcd by the following equations:

Iv-c-l. SC2 + 211# . l{2S04(sol) + H2 (Electro)

IV-C-2. MO + }{2S0,1‘ MS04 + }120 (low temp.)

Iv-c-3. MSO,I ● MO t S03 (high temp.)

IV-C-4. S03 F S02 t 0.502 (high tump.),
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For highest efficiencies, the metal sulfate should be insoluble, should not form a

h~’drateand should not require excessive heat for its decomllsition (I.e., shculd

d~compose “?ar the S03 decomposition temperature). Since the overall decomposition

wcul~ioe F..entially an isothermal step, it would not interface well with an i-lTGR

h~at ource, but could interface with heat from the blanket of a Fusion Reactor and,

of course, would be suitable f~r a solar heat source.

One potential solid sulfate system being studied at LASL involves the formation

and decoflp~sitiocof bismurh oxysu?fate. The overall cycle includes the reactions— .
(ref. 14)

IV-C-5. S02 + 2H20 + H2S04 (S01.) + Hz (electro)

IV-C-6. H2S04 (SO1) + Bi202S04 + Bi20(S04)2 +H20

IV-C-7. Bi?O(S04)2 + Bi202S04 + S07 + 0.5 02 - 105O K.

Since reaction IV-C-6 requires only relatively dilute sulfuric acid, it is possible

that less electrical energy will be required for the electrolysis step (reaction

IV-C-5) than is required for the hybrid sulfuric ncid process.

Bismuth was chosen initially for the hybrid suifurlc acid-metal sulfate cycle

for the reasons cited above and also because it was necessary to choose a specific

sulfate [with known properties) for a prototype study. However, bismuth is not an

abundant element and is relatively expcusive. Therefore, other sulfates might prove

to be ad;autagcous. even under conditions where the decomposition requires higt,er

temperature (wnich means a higher heat requirement) wit!l some reduction in potential

efficiency.

Some of the sulfate decomposition reactions :hat have been considnrcci for hybrid

sulfuric acid - so;ici sulfatficycles arc listed in T~blc I!. The ovcr~l! heat rc-

quirnmcnt (?.ll”Zgo) for each indicated clccompo~itinn renction Is nl~o list~d. It

should ba noted that AS” v~lucs fur the decomposition rcnctions aru quite simildr.

Hcncu, a highur Aiio29[1value also ilvplics~ hlghcr decomposition tump~ratur(!,

Uowvcr, even ir I.hnncc[’ssary Iliqiltcn!pcr,~Lurc:;wcru ilvililill)lf:~POIIl solnr Ilc,lt

sourccr, it is unlikely th,ltthe first thrnc d[~composition rcticlions (lb, Ca, 8 Lii)

w{I1 hc ~uit.,lhlufor pr~lctical cycles (sincu hilh(qrd(!c(]mpnsitlontoml)cratur[’smuan-... .
lower cfficl[?nc[~r)i~v[’nLhnll,~hthe sulf,ltc:;..------ nrc very inboiul)l[!. of cnursu, if’t.hu
qro(ll.!!r:Jldl)ili?yof Ihl’,[’I;llif,lf.(!l;(:():11(1IN)Iltiliz(l(l(ill“;OlllllWily) lo llVOI(IIi

sulfuri(:,Icid formot lot! :;lep, LIW r~qt~ull,ln[.proce:;:;ui;r.oltitiI)i’ll!i(*f”il: for :it)ltlr IIP,II.

Zollrcut,
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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SULF?TE DECOMPOSITI’JNTO

FORM S02 + 1/2 02

SOLID PHASES——

BaS04 + BaO

CaS04 ~ CaO

1/2 La2(S04)3 + 1/3 La203

MgS04 -’ t4go

ZnS04 + ZnO

CUS04 ‘ Cuo

1/2 La2 (S04)3 + 1/2 La202S04

Bi20(S04)2 + ‘i202s04

Casoo + M003 + CaMo04

1/3 L~2(S04)3 + MQ03 + 1/3 La2(Mo04)3

‘H*298 (kJ)

585

510

420

3Kl

334

318

(320 - 340)

270

336

(290)

The next three dccumposition reactionr; (for Mq, Zn & Cu) involve sulfntx?s th,lt

are soluble in dilute sulfuric acid and also form hydrat~s at tempnrciturcs usually

considered for the oxide-sulfuric acid reactions. Consequently, WP have considered

them to bc less detractive than our other alternatives. Recently, Krlkuri~n and

Ilosmer (l\cf.15) hiIv\ noted that the volubility Of zinc SUlf~f-C decruns~s with ilI-

crcasing tcmpcraturc and hdvc proposed iIcycle in which the zirc oxide plus sulfuric

acid ru~ctlofl is conducted in an iluhclavc at tcmpmnturr?s up to q?!lK in order to

,!voidSUM(!of th~!(Iiraflvantaqcsof solul.iondrylnq.

The tlexttwo ducomlldsiliotlruntiotlslr~volvc?only part.inldecompositiotlof il

%111 ~llt(! tO form ,’rlOXJMillf”i~t[l. R(!d(:tionr]unh!rU rcldtvs to our current.v(!rsiun[)1”

ttl(!bi!mfh sulfdL[!cycle. Thc l~!wvillu~for Al{”y)llis vury fltt.r[lctlvc,or coursu,

ond IIyly-ovurvlhiidnwl.hrdl:;ndvllr]tl]!y?rIor l~lwmlthmmtiorl(!dJhove. Rot\clion numhrr 7

i’;for III[!pllrl.l(ll11(’[:[)1111)(]’,il,i(lllor IllrlthllllunlIrl’;ulfllt(!.The :Illo;,lflV,llUU l% drl

l’I,tlm,lLv1),1’;(!dotl[.llvrvacti[)rlL[pllll)[!)”,l{.llt.lttv’lu)tclrdby Ntll. tmrl% drldW1’rl(ll,lll(lt(I{ct. l(i).

$incr Lhr hwlt rrquil :nrllt.(Ilndti~llll)t!i.,ll~:tq[t)for thlI; tl(!l:OIIIIIOIilt, toII ~~~~~}t-[~xilll,ll[~%thn
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decompositions of zinc and copper sulfates, and since It is less soluble (at any

temperature), lanthanum sulfate may prove to be better than either zinc or copper.

The last two reactions listed in Table II illustrate ~ concept for utiliza’.ion

of displacement reactions (rather than direct decomposition reo~tions) for the over-

all decomposition of a solid sulfate. As indicated, the heat requiremerlt(and

reaction temperature) is significantly lower then the corresponding direct docompusi-

tio:lreaction. Therefore, the concep~ seems attractive for cycles involving very

stable sulfates, It may be reported that very encouraging reaction r~tes have been

achieved for reactions 9 and 10.
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